COUNTRY REVISITED
Pippa Paton designed this Cotswolds manor
house with a minimalist chalet influence
WORDS JULIET BENNING PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL MASSEY STYLING MARY WEAVER

SITTING ROOM
A symmetrical scheme with
simplistic lines delivered
a modern-country look and
the chandelier introduced
an Alpine flavour.
Sofas and cow hide stool,
Pippa Paton Design. Coffee
table, Andrew Martin.
Lamps, Anton & K
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DINING AREA
In this extension space, the
wall of the old part of the
house was left exposed to
enrich the sleek design.
Beams enhance the effect.
Bespoke steel table,
Pippa Paton Design. Vintage
lanterns, Tyson London
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SITTING ROOM
The absence of curtains
allows the beauty of the
panelling and thickness
of the walls to impress.
Pouffe, Baileys Home.
Rug, Town & Country
Flooring. Fabric on window
seat cushion, Filippo
Uecher. Walls in French
Grey, Little Greene

DINING ROOM
‘We decided that the
north-facing rooms
could be moody and
cosseting,’ says Pippa.
Wallpaper, Tektura.
Chairs, Oka. Mirror,
Lorfords. Antler
chandelier, Chantelle
Lighting. Artwork by Ioannis
Lasithiotakis, from the
Rarity Gallery in Mykonos
KITCHEN
The crisp modern lines
of the cabinetry relate
to the newly built
architecture, while
reclaimed wooden
doors and jamb stones
were reused from the
old part of the house.
Cabinetry and bar stools,
Pippa Paton Design.
Worktop, Caesarstone
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D

espite its ancient walls heaving
with history, it was the newest
section of this Cotswolds manor
house that first grabbed beauty
entrepreneur Maria Hatzistefanis’ attention. ‘We’d
been looking for a couple of years for the right home
in the country but when we were shown this one
there was absolutely no hesitation. Unlike other
period houses in the area, which tend to have small
windows, in the kitchen there was a huge sliding
window looking out on a beautiful view. If that had
been the only part of the house, we would still have
bought it,’ Maria, the founder of skincare and
make-up brand Rodial, enthuses.
The modern extension has been so expertly
combined that from the front of the house it’s difficult
to know where the old house ends and the new
begins. Pippa Paton, an interior designer synonymous
with the Cotswolds look, helped create the extension
for the previous owners and was hired by Maria and
her husband Stratis as soon as the family had moved
in. ‘While the family were able to live in the selfcontained new section of the house, the old section
was in need of modernisation. Much of it hadn’t been
touched since about 1947. There was still the old Cole
& Son wallpaper and no plug sockets or heating. We
decided to strip it back to the bare bones to make a
feature of the beams and walls and reuse what we
could,’ Pippa explains. ‘We wanted to retain the
crooked charm but level the floors. For the main
corridor running the length of the old house we took
up the flagstones, numbered and recalibrated them.’
While the imperfect charm of the original
architecture did much of the talking, Maria had a
specific request for Pippa. ‘She gave me an amazing
brief, which was a minimalist ski chalet in the
country,’ she explains. ‘We weren’t doing winter
holidays any more but I’ve always been inspired
by a minimal-style chalet look, which would also be
an opportunity to bring in the animal prints I love.

I know it’s unusual for a house in the Cotswolds,’
Maria adds. Her hectic professional life meant that
many of her decisions were signed off online with
Pippa guided by Maria’s mood boards. A rich tonal
palette of greys become darker further into
the old sections of the house, culminating with the
dining room where walls as black as the night sky
set off the drama of a large antler chandelier. ‘Our
idea was that the north-facing rooms could be
moody and cosseting, while we used paler shades
in the lighter south-facing rooms,’ Pippa explains.
A combination of natural jute rugs, fleeces and
exposed stonework ensure the old and new sections
carry a cohesive identity. Repointed and cleaned,
the impressive exterior stone wall of the old house
makes what Pippa describes as a ‘cathedral-like’
backdrop within the open-plan extension.
‘The whole renovation was seamless,’ Maria says.
‘There was about a week when the wall came down
to connect the two parts but other than that we
were hardly disturbed.’ With its Alpine flavour
quite unexpected in the English countryside, the
new era of this ancient manor house pays tribute
to its past while inventing a new future. &
■ Pippa Paton Design, pippapatondesign.co.uk,
@pippapatondesign
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MEET THE HOMEOWNER

Maria Hatzistefanis tells us about the highlights
of her home and her style inspiration

MOST SUCCESSFUL PART OF THE
PROJECT The communication with Pippa –

it made everything seamless and easy.

GREATEST INDULGENCE We’ve turned
a drawing room into a gym as we love working out.
GO-TO COLOUR I love grey. I find it very

calming and prefer a quiet and minimal aesthetic.

SMALL CHANGE, BIG IMPACT

Relaying the flagstones in the main corridor of the
old section of the house. They give an authentic feel.

SECRET ADDRESS The Cutter Brooks shop
for unique dinnerware.

ONE LUXURY YOU CAN’ T LIVE
WITHOUT Personalised Hermès blankets.

STAIRCASE
The starkly minimalist
walls, free from art or
architectural detail, ensure
this sculptural chandelier
is a striking focal point and
show off the beauty of the
wooden staircase.
Source a similar chandelier
at Julia’s Driftwood. Walls in
Cool Arbour, Little Greene
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MAIN BEDROOM
Reclaimed timber cladding
on the walls evokes the
Alpine look Maria wanted,
while thick wool curtains
and a roller blind provide
a restful blackout.
Curtain fabric, Casamance.
Table lamp, Louise Bradley
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